
THE NEED FOR PAPER RECYCLING 

 

        We can find paper everywhere: in shops, in each room of any house, in the company 

offices, on the pavement, crowded in the cesspool surrounded by other waste. Everyday 

each of us uses paper at least one time. The paper is the most frequently waste coming from 

every sphere of activity and therefore, it has the greatest share worldwide. We often don’t 

realize how irresponsible are we using the paper unfortunately. 

The paper industry states that they are planting more trees than they are cutting. 

Another important aspect is that while the young trees –those planted- absorbs the carbon 

faster, the old ones stores big amounts of carbon, thus helping at reduction of the gases 

with greenhouse effect from atmosphere. Furthermore when a tree is cut down, this will 

release a big amount of the stored carbon back in the atmosphere. 

And yet what can we do for controlling the consumption of the paper, without 

reaching to be covered completely with waste thrown away including paper over several 

years? 

A method could be: PAPER RECYCLING 

By the recycling paper we have a huge contribution at the pollution reduction and 

the natural consumable resources save. To obtain paper form recycled fibres it is used 70% 

less energy than the other method with natural fibres. 

A tone of recycled paper saves: 15 trees, 2,5 petrol barrels, 4132 KwH (enough to 

warm a house 6 months), 2,26m
3
 waste storage, 26.497,88 liters of water, 26.8 kg of poluant 

materials of the air. 

The recycling of paper has benefical properties from an environmental point of 

view. 

Reduce the pressure over the landfills, reduce the pressure over the natural forests, 

the optain of the recycled paper uses less energy, water and therfore, is a low polution 

factor, the papaer needs 5 years for biodegradation. 

Thus, reducing the amount of paper and cardboard that reaches landfills, we are 

reducing the global warming ( benefit in case of the consume reduction than recylcing)  

The problem of unrecycled paper was observed  locally, so as to our team tried to 

obtain some answers from the authorities  and citizans. 

 



     
 

 

In the first leg, to attract the attention of local authorities in terms of this problem, 

our team  talked about that with interest people from Radauti city hall. We found aut that 

this kind of waste more accurate papaer, it’s not fully recycled and a big amount reaches 

the landfill of our municipality (a temporar station).  Annually, the city of Radauti 

produces a impresive amount of waste which it is not collected selective yet. Also, through 

programs funded by the environment minister, there will be arranged a big number of 

eurocontiners and we notice that they wish to solve the problem. Another frustrating 

problem for municipality of Radauti is the unrecycled cardboard wich occupy a large part 

of  landfill space. In the local authorities opinion, the city needs a lot of improvements. The 

same opinion was expressed by the citizens surveyed by our team. After a small local 

survey, the results were the same as we expected, the citizens are awere of this problem and 

they want to solve it, they state that they contribute with diffrent methods, but looking 

around, the reality is a bit different. 

 



 

 

 
 

After our survey and interviews we notice that the problem of collection and 

recycling of paper it’s a problem that concerns the majority of people but a few of them 

take action to change something. 

Nowing that through recycling we save the enrgy and reduce the polution, we 

propose a few solutions for recylcing paper. 

The individual selective collection and their submission in sanitation’s company 

contaniers or in collection center. 

The selective coletion in institution and comapnies and signing contracts with 

authorized economical agents wich take over and then recovered waste. 

Ensuring public spaces with eurocontiners wich are collecting this type of waste. 
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Although the majority of the citizens 

considers the recycling of paper 

benefic, none take the initiative. 

 

As responses to the questionnaire, 

more than 50% from the citizens are 

collecting the waste in a selective 

way, but looking around the reality is 

a bit different. 

 

Like a method of contribution of the 

reduction of the paper consumption, 

the citizens are using in general the 

electronic format for the bills 

received, for reading books or other 

methods 



Reducing the paper consumption by utilization of electronical alternatives for: news 

papers, bills, visual propaganda, advertising, ecards, books, notebooks etc. 

Using of writing paper on both sides and not only when this thing is required without, 

wasting it. 

Paper recylcing not only saves huge amount of wood, but it has a contribution by 

reducing deforestation (a tone of waste paper can replace a tone of cellulose which can be 

obtained from 3-4 cubic meters of wood.  

It’s time for us to become more responsible and interested in what is happening 

around us. We must realise that the future of the generation that will follow depends 

entirely on our actions. 
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